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Introduction

WHERE TO DISPLAY QS Stars

QS Stars can act as a powerful promotional tool, providing students with trusted and independent evidence of your 
university’s performance in several key areas. However, there are various steps that institutions themselves can take to 
ensure that they get the most out of their QS Stars award. 

Once their audit has been completed, Star-rated universities receive the QS Stars Development Roadmap, as well as QS 
Stars badges in all categories and overall. Each badge highlights a university’s level of achievement.

This booklet is a brief guide to how your institution can best utilize these resources, and provides some examples of how 
QS Stars is currently being used by other participants. 

There are many ways to utilize QS Stars badges for promotional purposes: 

Recruitment fairs/Conferences
Recruitment fairs represent the perfect opportunity to highlight your university’s results and showcase its achievement 
to prospective students. Below is an example of a university displaying their QS Stars credentials at recruitment fair stand:
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Branding

Below are several other ways in which universities can promote the QS Stars results:

Business cards
Printing a QS Stars badge on university business cards

Email SignatureCampus
Displaying posters on campus is an easy way to inform both current and prospective students about your institution’s 
achievements. 
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Advertisements
Using the QS Stars badge on all university advertising material. Below is an example of buses in Singapore and Malaysia 
with a UNSW advertisement including the QS Stars badge:

Publishing an advertisement page with the QS Stars logo on one of the many QS rankings supplements, guides and other 
publications. Below are examples of universities that have advertised in the QS World University Rankings Supplement:

Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico
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The University of New South Wales, Australia University College Cork, Ireland
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University of Central Lancashire, United Kingdom University of Technology Sydney, Australia
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Perspectives

Research

Website

Making the results visible on prospectuses is a very simple and effective way to highlight your university’s achievement 
and showcase it to prospective students.

QS Stars results can be utilized to help identify appropriate institutions for research partnerships and collaboration, as 
well as demonstrating your own institution’s strengths to others. The QS Stars research badge will be of particular use 
for this purpose.     

Placing the QS Stars badge on your university’s website is the first step to announcing the results. Below are some of the 
many universities that have used the QS Stars badge on their university webpage:

University of Newcastle, Australia
(Australia) 

Sebelas Maret University
(Indonesia)

CESINE University Centre
(Spain)
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University of Technology Sydney
(Australia)   

University College Cork
(Ireland)

Massey University 
(New Zealand)

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (UCSC) 
(Italy)
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King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals 
(Saudi Arabia)

University of Central Lancashire
(United Kingdom)

Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) 
(South Korea)
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Social Media

Facebook

Monash University
(Australia)

Universitas Diponegoro
(Indonesia)

Twitter

University of South Australia
(Australia)

Monash University
(Australia)
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Media

Wikipedia

Getting in touch with local media can help promote an institution’s QS Stars results, below are three examples of 
universities using their local media or a media partner to promote their result :  

University College Cork results announced in the Irish Examiner:   

The Irish Examiner published an article announcing University of College Cork’s results giving a summary’s of the 
university’s achievement in the audit with the Headline:

UCC becomes Ireland’s first ‘five-star’ university

Sungkyunkwan University’s results were announced in the Lahore Times:   

The Lahore Times in Pakistan published an article announcing Sungkyunkwan University’s results giving a summary’s of 
the university’s achievement in the audit with the Headline:

SKKU becomes first Korean university to acquire QS 5-Star Rating

Canterbury University’s results were announced in the “The Press”:   

“The Press” published an article announcing Canterbury University’s results giving a summary’s of the university’s 
achievement in the audit with the Headline:

Canterbury University gets top marks

Contact Details

For General enquiries, please contact

Global Commercial Director Jason newman jason@qs.com
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http://www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/ucc-becomes-irelands-first-five-star-university-166508.html
http://www.lhrtimes.com/2012/08/22/skku-becomes-first-korean-university-to-acquire-qs-5-star-rating/
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/5708043/Canterbury-University-gets-top-marks
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